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MOVING TOGETHER IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM: FOSTERlNG
DIVERSITY, FORGING CONSISTENCY ARF: THE ANSWERS, BUT WHAT
WAS THE QUESTION?

Introduction
The Rector and VICe-chancellor, Vice Rectors, the Deans of Faculties. Directors
of Schools, Distinguished guests, Colleagues, Students and all I'.ell wishers. I am here
today by the grace of God to contribute towards a better understanding of the issue of
lllo\'ing together

the new millennium: fostering diversity, forging consistency in

Afnca, in keeping with the custom of induction or initiation into a professorial chair in a
university. But tonight is special

because we stand on the mountaintop of a new

millennium. Behind us we sec the great ilchievement of this great university; before us,
even grander frontiers of possibility

It is with gratitude to "God and to the authorities of this great llniversity that I
accept the special hOllour and privilege of giving tilis 111111ennium's first inaugural speech.

rt is

leap year and a new century and since in Greek and Yoruba mythologies, leap years

arc regarded as periods of extraordinary productivity, one is particularly glad to be
selected to set the tone for the rest of the year which we all hope and pray will be most
productive for all and sundry.

The sum-total of my argument is that tbe spirit of diversity could help us drive
muiti-raeial. uDity in our continent. "The establishment orunity between the black and tbe
white will be the assurance of world peace. The beauly and halmony is reflected in the
diversity of humanity and the development of a moral environment. The various races of
humankind lend a composite harnlony and beauty of colour to the whole, Let all
associate, therefore, in this great human garden even as flowers grow and blend together
side by side without discord or disagreement between them," We should explore the

traditional sources of support ami connectedness

slich as community, church, and

extended family to encourage people to wake "spirited connections". This will enable
leaders and followers alike to gain personal illsights into applying spiritual qualities such
as justice, j(n1itude, and prudence to enhance personal fullillmcnt in their personal and
professional activities. South Alrica as one of the hest multiracial democracies in the
modern world, has a major role to play in demonstrating to the world how a very divcrsc
popUlation can live, work. and play together, and hy doillg so can !iii the entire African
continent to Hew heights of human interaction and work productivity. South Africa just
like the United States is a hUIllan lahoratory where we have been engaged in one of the
greatest experiments in multiracial interaction in history. As the world continue to shrink
into a township of increasing interdependence, where the quality of interaction

Will

dctennine the quality of our lives, we must leam the lessons of unity, harmony, love and
fellowship or we will perish. In the new millennium we should improve on our history of
interracial unity, hanllony, and cooperation. We need to educate a critical mass of people
from all racial groups to accept the principle of tbe organic oneness of the human race.

The answers you get depend on the questions you ask. Sometimes we become so
absorbed responding to a problem that we l()fget to ask what problem we are trying to
solve.

DIVERSITY AND CONSISTENCY
Mr, Vlce-Chancdlor, Sir, the changing workforce is one ofthe most extraordinary
and signitlc31l1 challenges facing South Alriean organisations today. Our society is
changing quickly and the demograpllic changes within tht: South African workforce have
the potential to alfect many aspects of organisational management. Organizations that
recognize that they need to fully develop all members of their workforce to remain
competitive are responding by implementing a variety of different approaches to
managing diversity.

How are companies responding to the changing shape of their workforce? Many
have emphasized the need to manage diversity. Their newly diverse workforce should be,
they maintain. as source of strength. not a weakness. Some issue statements saying that
'Our diversity is an opportunity.' They look for ways that diversity can be used for
CDmpetitive advantage. These efforts are well-intended, but they don't capture the fuil
challenge. Why? Because in the face of accelerating international growth, companies
have to do more than capture the benefits of workforce diversity. They also need its
opposite: consistency. As workforce and bringing about needed consistency in the
performance of key tasks, the delivery of products and services. and the ways employees
all over the world can work together (Arrendondo, 1996; Wentling, 1992).

In brief. the challenge facing companies and organisations today is to f('rge
consistency in a global workforce while also fostering diversity. It is a complex challenge
and requires a delicate blending of opposing forces. yet it is of fundamental importance.

In the rest of tbis speech, I examine the concepts of diversity and consistency in
companies. I explore the concepts separately, then together. I also provide some specific
steps, supported by examples from leading firms, for capturing the benefits of both
consistency and diversity in a global workfolce. In closmg I will draw the implications of
my submissions on schools and colleges/universities in South Africa.

What do we mean by 'Diversity'?
'DiverSIty' can refer to many things. When it comes to workforce management
commonly has two meanings, one having to do with llumerical composition. and one
havmg

to

do with Inclusive behaviour.

There arc numerous ways in which diversity has been defined. NalTow definitions
tend to reflect Equal Employment Opportunity (BEG) law, and define diversity in terms
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of race, gender, etnnicity, age, national origm, religion, and disability. Broad dclinitions,
may include sexualiaffectional orientation, values, personality characteristics, education,
language, physical appearance, marital status, lifestyle, beliefs, and background
characteristics such as geographic ongin, tenure with the organisation, and economic
status, Hayles (1996) for instance, defines diversity as " All the ways in which we differ"
He adds that the diver sity concept is notlirnited to what people traditionally think of it as
race, gender, and disabili ties.

Morrison (1992, 20(0) categorized diversity in terms of four levcls (1) diversity
as racial sexual halance. (2) diversity as understanding other cultures, (3) diversity as
culmrally divergent values, and (4) diversity as broadly inclusive (cultural, subcultural
and individual). Griggs (191)5) classified dllicrsity mto primary and secondary
dimensions. Primary dimensiolls of diversity arc those human differences that arc inhol1l
and/or that exert an important impact on our early socialization and have an ongoing
impact throughout our lives. The six primary dimensions include (I) age, (2) ethnicity,
(3) gender, (-I) physical abilities/qualities. (5) race, alll! (6) sexualiaffectional 0l1entation.
Griggs (1995) also concluded that human beings cannot change these primary
dimensions. They shape our basic self-image and have great inJ1uclicc on how we view
the world. The secondary dimensions of diversity are those that can be changed and
mclude, but are not !inllted to, educational background, geographic location, income,
marital staWs, mihtary experience, parental status, rehgious beliefs, and \York experience.

Based on her workforce diversity research research, Tomervik identIfied the
following lour basic themes related to the definition of diversity: (I) the din:rsity concept
includes a broad range of differences in the workplace, including age, disability,
education levels, cthnicity, farni Iy structure, function, geographic location, race, religion,
sexual orientation, style, and values

definitions are extremely broad and all-inclusive;

(2) the meaningful aspects of diversity are how it an;';cts the IndIvidual and the

organization; (3) the broadened definition of diverSIty requires a culture change within

organizations such as in management styles, human resource systems. philosophies, and
and
(4) there is an emphasis on communicating a concept of diversity as more
than race, gender, Affirmative Action and equal employment opportunity. There is no
one definitive definition that flllly descrihes the broad range of differences diversity
includes, the evolutionary nature of the process it represents, and the far-reaching
impact It has on individuals and corporations (Wentling, \(92).

Diversity as numerical composition
Most frequently workforce diversity is thought of in terms of numerical
compositIon. A 'diverse workforce' is one that reflects the many difTerent kinds ofpeople
III

the community or society, usually meaning people of different ethnic origins, men and
\\'omen, educational experiences, professional backgrounds. and so forth. When a

firm says it must increase its workforce diversity, il usually means hiring more women
and black, or citizens of different countries. and promoting them more fully into all levels
of the company. The emphasis is on numbers.

Why is diverse composition of the workforce important') One reason has to do
with legal compliance. In some countries workforce diversity is mandated by law.
Another reason is a sense of fairness

to many managers. it seems equitahle and just to

compose a workftHce broadly. Much of the writing about diversity comes from the
United States, where a diverse workforce commonly refers 10 racial and gender
composition, and can also refer to age, sexual oricntation, physical abilities, and religion.
Many LIS firms make a delibcrate effort. to recruit and promote women and ethnic
minorities. For example. the largest American automakcrs
Motors

Chrysler, Ford, ami General

present i their annual reports the gender and racial composition of their

work forces, showing the change from onc year to the next. These films and others lind it
important to show that their workforce renccts the broad diversity of American society.

Diversity in numerical composition is also important for access to specific market
segments. For example, many cornpames have learned to put women into positions that
mterface with female clients, and sllnilarly many companies

In

the US hire African

Americans to reach the rapidly growing African· Am eri Cilll community.

The emphasis is still on numencal composition, but more for instrumental reasons
than legal comphance or a sense of fairness,

Diversity as inclusive behaviour
As Wentling and Palma-Rivas (2000) put it, [)iversity means Illore than just
numcrioll composition

it also has to do with behaviour. It suggests an attitude that

respects individual differences, tbat values all employees, and that fosters an environment
where all employees can succeed,

Why is it Important to encourage alld support diversity of behaviou(} Frrst, so that
all employees feel part of the linn and empowered to develop themselves fully. lntel
Corporation is one linn that has defIned divcrsity in this way. Its statement, 'Workplace
of Choice,' explains:
We slIive to be a workplace of choice

which people of diverse

backgrounds are valued, challenged, acknowledged, and rewarded, leading to
increasingly higher levcls of !ulfilllllcnt and productivity,

A workplace thaI respects diverse behaviour may bring the best out of each
individuaL But the benefIts don't stop there. The combination of peopk tram different
backgrounds and with different ideas can l0ad to better overall perfonmmcc, Groups
consisting of people wnh different world views and experiences Cdn share ideas and
perspectives, inspiring new solutions to problems, To some observer, the greatest bend!t
to diversity has to do with sharing ideas and increasing organisational effectrvenc:ss,

According to this view, capturing the lUll benefit of diversily means creatltlg a whok thaI
is more than Ihe sum of its parts,

Diversity in numerical composition and diversity in behaviour are of course
related It is hard to have one without the other. Diversity in composition is needed to
achieve diversity in behaviour

it's hard to get breadth of experience and perspective if

employees arc overwhelmingly of the same race, gender, education, and professional
background. At the same time, diversity in hehaviour creates an inclusive work
environment whicb can attract and retain a broad cross-section of employees, leading
diversity in numerical composition. Each reinforces the other. Not snrprisingly, many
companies naturally thing of 'diversity' as a broad term that encompasses both numerical
composition and information sharing. Al Coopers & Lybrand, for example, gender
diversity has heen a major priority. Why the importance placed on women in partner
positions? One executive put it tlus way: 'The face of our buyer is changing and they
expect people \Vho serve them to represent thcm. And real diversity hrings more creative
solutions to our clients. To Coopers & Lyhrand, the benefits of diversity are clear:
diversity in composition helps mirror the client hase, and diversity in behaviour leads to
improyed decisions.

Managing Diversity
Many organisations are changing their cultures and beginning to apply more
emphasis to valuing and managing diversity mainly hecause they have a greater
understanding of the significant role that diversity will play in their future competitive
and organisational Sllccess.

Others ,llso agree that modem society is undergoing a historic transition from a
predominately white society rooted

Western culture to a global society composed of

diverse racial and ethnic groups. In addition, the rapid growtb in the number of ethnic
groups has heen marked by an imcreasing diversity in terms of language differences,
cultural beliefs, and other practices within these population groups. Managing diversity
prescribes approaches that are philosophically broad enough to encompass all dimensions
of diYersity. Hendersol1 (1994) relates managing diversity to the accomplishment of the
organization's goals. For him, managing diversity also emphasizes the managerial skills

and policies needcd to optimize and cmpllasize every employee's contribution to the
organizational goals.

Leach, George, Jackson, and LaBella (1995) used the tenu working with diversity
in place of managing diversity. They implied that working with diverslIy "calls forth the
chalknge to be curious, illquire, interact, rdlcct, and experiment. It requIres individuals
to be respectful, curious, pati.:nt, and willing to !earn". These authors used the tenu
working with diversity rather than managing diversny because they belJeved that the
word managing may be perceived as having negative connotation such as controlling.
However, managing diversity does !lot mea!l controlling or eontainmg diversny, it meallS
enabling every member of the workforce to perf()m1 to his or her full potentIaL

Carnevale and Stone ((1995) define valuing diversity as being responsive to a
wide range of people unlike oneself, according to any number of dIstinctions: race,
gender, class, native language, national origin, physical ability, age, sCAual orientatioll,
religion, professional experience, personal preferences, and work style. Carnevale and
Stone (1995) also noted that valuing diversity involves treating others as Ibey wish to be
treated. Hayles (1996) further noted that "valuing diversity is wise for personal,
social/demographic, legal and productivity/profitability reasons".

There are import,mt fields that have shaped and continlle shapiug diversity. They
have been pioneering organizations
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valuing diversity, International business has heen

one of the pIOneer field in valuing diversity. Diversity, in this casc, has emerged as a need
for survival and success. Multinational corporations are forced to develop and implement
strategies that could lead them to capture and retain diverse customer bases not only
nationally hut also throughout the world, They are also required
diverse workforce that mirrors its market.

8

\0

recruit and retain a

Diplomacy has been another area that requires valuing diversity. Diplomatic-post
employees need not only be aware of diversity issues, but nred to develop skills to face
the challenge of dealing wlth other cultures. Religious organizations have also seen how
important it is to value and manage diversity to adapt their messages to other cultural
icientities. They are probably the ones that "have been in the forefront of documenting,
studying and learning to manage cultural differences"

Voluntary associations of individuals who serve overseas are also examples and
pioneers in valuing diversity. Private groups concerned with health, peace, ecology, and
other humanitarian objectives have also developed sophisticated trainmg and resources to
meet their needs of surviVing and understanding other cultures. Similarly, disciplines
such as anthropology, psychology, sociology, historv, and linguistics have dealt with
diversity. Diversity issues have also been the concern of those who teach philosophy and
ethics. Individuals in social work and psychology have striven to understand differences
between people. Educators and human resource development professionals have had to
deal with different learning styles of immigrants and expatriates. Lately, Allirmative
Action and Equal Opportunity and Employment Equity (AAlEEO) are the regulations
that encourage diversity in organizations (Washington, 1995).

Sports/athletic organizations is another group that has had the need to effectively
manage diversity. Sports/athletic organizations include group dynamics, behavioral
processes, SOCIal interaction. socialization, and suhcultures. Sports have become more
institutionalized, especially at the highest levels of amateur and professional athletic
events. and have comc to reflect the cOIllorate/connnodity model, which makes sports
more like work than play (Wentling & Palma~Rivas, 2(00).

9

Managing diversity initiatives are "effOIis to create an environment that works
naturally for the 'total' diversity mixture", not just women and blacks. Finney examined
the reasons four companies illlplemented diversity programs. She found that these
companies did not implement their diversity programs because it was the social, legal, or
"in" thing to do They did it because it was the right to do for their cOlllpany's needs.
circumstances, and philosophy.

Increased competition and the changing marketplace are convincing many
business leader that diversllY should be an essential part of their business strategy.
Corporate leaders have decided to lllcorporatc diversity for four business reasons: (I) to
keep and gain market share, (2) to n.:duce costs (3) to increase productivity, and (4) to
improve the quality of management in their organizations. Cox and Blake (1991) noted
that companies that learn how to manage diversity acquire a compelitive advalllage over
companies that do not know how to deal with diversity. They found that sound
management of diversity positively affects cost savings, employee selection, creatiVity.
problem solving. tlexibi!ity, marketing, and resource acquisition. Triandis et al reported
that those companies that "manage diversity well are more likely to gain competitive
advantages, attain increased productivity form available human resources, and reduce the
ntergroup conflict cost (Wentling. 1992; Work, 1993).

Some managers believe that a diverse workforce can outpcrfonn a homogeneous
one of comparable talent. Although, managing heterogeneity may be more difficult in the
beginning than managing homogeneity, most organizations, communities, and countries
do not have the option of working in a homogeneous environment. Therefore it is
becoming necessary that individuals and organizations become aware of the many
advantages associate wlth having a heterogeneous work environment.

Another advantage is that even though diwrse groups may encounter more
di fficulties than homogeneous groups at the fonning stage or may take more time to reach
a decision. they are more likely to seek the full range of possihle solutions to the problem
than a homogeneous group. A Itogether, people of different cultures hring a variety of
and outlooks to a task; such diversity may add to the pool of resources
aVailable to a group Diversity can increase the potential group productivity and tht'
quality of ideas generated by the group concludes that higher performance of
homogenous groups occurs both in quality and quantity.

For companies to have effective employee work groups/teams that support one
another's efforts. they must get their employees to valuC', respect. and accommodate
people who are different fonn themseh'cs in temlS of race, ethnicity, language, culture,
religion, age, ability. status, sexual orientation. lamily structure. family stmcture, and so
forth.

Loden and Rosener (1991) believe that embracing diversity will reqUIre
organizations to invest time, effort, energy. and commitment, but it will result
significant long-term advantages. The most likely long-terrn advantages
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include

•

thc fullutilintion of the organization's human capitaL

•

reduced interpersonal conflict among others as respect for diversity

Increases.
•

enhanced work relationships based on mutual respect and increased

employee knowledge of multicultural issues.
•

a shared organizational vision and increased commitment among divers

employees at all organizationalleyels and across all hmctions.
•

gTeater innovation and flexibility as other participate more fully in key

decision·making and problem· solving groups.
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•

Illlproved

productivity

as

more

employee

ef10fl

IS

dirc(:ted

at

accomplishing tasks and less energy is spent in managing interpersonal conflicts and
culture clash.

Barriers to managing diversity
A variety of bamers (e.g., stereotypes and prejudice, discrimination, harassment,
difficulty balancing work and family; pOOl career planning and development; lack of
organizational politlcal savvy; unsuppol1ive work environment; exclusion and isolation;
qualifications and pcriilITnancc questioned), have kept blacks from advancing in
orgaDlzations. Determining what concerns and baJTiers are the most critical to employees
is an important part of moving forward and is one of the first steps in effective diversity
em)rts. Although the specilic b3!Ticrs to advancement vary from one organintion to
another.

Diversity in multinational firms
As WentlIng and Palmas-Rivas (2000) summarised, diversity is inrp0l1alll in all
iirms, but takes on particular importance in llJultinationals As we saw above, having a
diverse worklorce is one thing; capturing the tull benefits of diversity is something else.
In fact, it is more imperative than ever fix multinational finns to think clearly about the
nature of diversity, and to take steps to make the most of diversity. for example, at
Gillette, diversity among its top manages is a high priority. Gillette's president, Michael
C. Hawley, explained: 'I don't think you can be a global company and say you have ollly

Americans mlllling it'. Two of Gillete's four executive vice presidents are Europeans. Its
business in the fonner Soviet Union,
man, supported by an Egyptian

(0

oner just

~ontro!lcr,

Olle

example, is headed by a french

and Dutch sales director. and oflicers from

South Aii'ica, Pakistan and Nigeria.
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Just as impOltant for multinationals is diversity in behaviour. A first priority,
critical to hiring and retaining employees, is creating an inc1ush'c work environment In
markets, such as China and central and eastern Europe, competition for
local talent is intense, Offering a higher salary is not enough - employees who are
attracted by a high salary might one day leave for more money elsewhere. Providing
for development and career advancement is a better bet to attrilct the best
new talent rim1s that value and reward diversity will retain key employees, reducing
costs associated with new hiring and training

As Roscl17weig (1998) ohserved, diversity of behaviour is also vital to stimulate
creativity and innovation. Because it being together people of di fferent experiences,
and backgrounds, a diverse workforce has the potential to achieve higher
performance than a homogenous workforce, Many multinationals recogniz.e that the
cultural diversity of their workforce is a major asset, bringing a wealth of viewpoints,
traditions, and ways of solving problems, By leveraging diverse viewpoints and
experiences_ individuals can learn from each other and the company can increase
effectiveness. One multinational that has thought explicitly about the benefits of diversity
IS

the consulting firm. Cap Gemini. Its CEO. (;coff Unwin. noted: 'Diversity brings a 101

to the company ... When people think differently, 1t puts a di fferent perspective on
prob lell1s. We exploit that

What do we mean by 'Consistency'?
There are two elements of consistency: consistency of output, and consistency of
behaviour. Consistency of output refers to the nature of goods and services provided to
CLlstomers and stakeholders: quality reliability, service delivery, and so forth, Achieving
consistency in output is a hasic requirement for any high performing fiml.

How do companies achieve consistency in output" By emphasi/jng consistency in
behaviour. By training employees in specillc ways. By iorging shared values and
establishing common ways of communicating. By deVeloping processes and practices
that are used elTcctively through the organization, allowing employees to interact
efficiently.

Consistency in multinationals
Forging consistency for any company is 3 challenge, hut lor lllultll13tionals, with
operations spreads across th<: world, it is a monumental challenge. Take Hcinekcn, the
world's leading international hecr. Heinckcn is hrewed and bottkd at more than 120 sites
worldwide, from Singapore to Capetown to its largest hrewery in Amsterdam. The
quality of its beer has to be absolutely consistent, batch atkr batch, year after year, no
maller the continent or culture. Brewery workers, scientists, technicians

Heineken's

workforce has to do things the same way evtrywhere.

Consistency of output is also cntical in multinational service firms. The customers
at Accor's kading hotel brands, Sol't.:! and Novotel, arc globally mobile They expect the
same level of serVIce whether in France, in Brazil, or in Korea, Yet SO/ltd and Nomtd
operate in more than 35 cllunlnes and on six conlinents. Other leading multinationals,
like Andersen Consulting, rp. Morgan, and SAP, ali have multinatIOnal firms as their
clients. Excellent service on a consistent basis is essential.

How do these liu-llung multinationals hring about consIstency of output") By
focusing on consistency of behaviour. They all pay close atlention

10

employee sckctioll

and place great emphasis on training Hemckcn brings key employees !o ZOderwoude for
technical training. Accor also relIes on careful selection and offer extensIve training, hoth
at its Acad"mic Accor in France and on-site at thousands of hOlds around the world.
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goal: to make sure that everywhere in the world, key tasks are

in a similar

manner.

Achieving consistency and diversity
Any company seeks the benelits of diversity while also hringing
consistency

III

about

Olltput and behaviour. But for multinationals, with worktorces increasingly

dispersed around the world, the challenge 1S even greater. Greater geographic dispersion
means a greater need to respect differences, to make use of divergent ideas, to uttract and
retain a wide variety of employees. At the same time, the broadly dispersed nature of the
global work/{)rce meallS that achieving consistency is more important than ever.

HO\v well have multinationals adjusted to the new global workforce~ The record
so far is decidedly mixed. A few multinationals have expanded so quickly, and so
dramatically" that they haven't been able to /()rge coherence and consistency among
employees around the world. The rcsult is erratic product quality or customer service, and
poor intemational communications for the lack of clear processes and shared 'Nays of
making dccisions. But even more common are multinationals so concerned with
maintaining consistency, especially as they contend with geographic complexity, that
they overlook the need fix divers1ty. They train local employees accordlJlg to the
established ways of doing things, but miss opportunities to use new ideas. They find it
hard to attract outstanding talent into their organization - after all, why would a talented
local manager want to join a company that doesn't foster diversily') In either event, these
lirms may design brilliant global strutegies but cannot fully implement them since they
have not developed a workforce capable of achieving high consistency whIle also
hcnditing from diversity.

15

Recommendations for diversity in companies
How can multinationals foster diversity in their global workforce while also
forging consistency" There are no easy answers. but the experiences of several successful
finns offer some practical guidelines:
Recognize that diversity and consistency are two sides of one coin
For starters, multinationals must recognize that diversity and consistency arc both
essential for high perfomlance The challenge is not to promote diversity alone. for that
could suggest that 'anything goes' or that 'all differences are

. nor is it to insist

upon rigid conformity of behaviour around the world, which negates the benefit of
diversity. Rathcr. it

15

to identify the key clements of consistency needed to sllcceed. and

to make the most diversity in other dimensions.

The place to begin is with a discussion of consistency. What. a company shollid
ask, are the qualities of conduct and the elements of behavIOur that we all should share')
What should all members of our finn have in common? This exercise can help clarify
where consistency is important and where it is not. The point is to identify the common
spine that holds the organization together. Of course. what also becomes clear is that most
of these qualities have little to do with many dimensions of diversity, including national
origin, religion. gender, or race,

One company that has explicitly identified a set of basic behav'ioral nomlS is
Nestle. The world's largest food company, Nestle has 459 factories and :100000
employees spread over the world. Given this broad dispersion of acti\ ities. the finn takes
several measures to forge consistency. It describes clearly the qualities of a 'Nestle
Manager' Applicable the world over. It articulates its principles of organIzation. It states
explicitly the 'Basics of the Nest!c Culture.' including a shared commitment to
pragmatism. personal modesty. and product quality.

J(,

But Nestle is not concerned solely with forglllg consistency, As a vast and
decentralized organization, whose products must confonn to local tastes, and where
innovation is essential, it must encourage local decision making, In lonnulating
beverages, in devising advertising campaigns for con/ectionery products, and in countless
other cases, employees have to take account of local conditions, The nature of Nestle's
industry makes local initiative all the more important. Because tood products are closely
linked to local eating and social habits, they have to be tailored to each locale, Diversity
is therclore an explicit policy,

Nestle makes an effort to integrate itself as much as pOSSIble into the
cultures and traditions of the different countries wherc it operates, Nestles,
thcrct()[c, accepts cultural and social diversity and docs not discriminate on
ethnic, religious, or any other basis,

For Nestle, the emphasis on consistency in some things while supporting
di,'crsity in others is not a contradiction, but a pragmatic way to bring about coherence
on a core of values as well as creativity and responsiveness on a range of issues,

Allow gJcater imponanee for either diversity or consistency, depending on
strategic imperative

Although diversity and consistency are both important, at any given one or the
other may be, important After all, finns arc not lIlonolithic, They arc composed of many
subsidiaries and business units, at different stages of evolution and lilCing different
challenges. Depending

Oll

rhe circumstances, greater emphasis lllay be given to diversity

or consistency.
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Take initial entry to a new market. For many fimls, the immediate priority
forge consisteIlcy - that is, to make sure that local employees are trained on key tasks,
that they comply with safety standards, and are able to deliver needed output. As we saw
above, Heineken operates 120 breweries in 84 countries, some of which it o\\ns fully,
some owned p3l1ially, and others which it runs under license, The need for work It)rce
consistency at Hcineken is obvious, Nor surprisingly, when starting a new brewery the
primary emphasis is on forging consistency, Sharing ne\\' ideas and making the most of
cli\'ersity is less important, at the outsel, than ensuring consistent output. AS an example,
Heineken created a joint venture in Vietnam in 1991, and over the next 18 months hired
more than 200 people, most of whom had never worked in a private company, much less
a brewery, Heineken's single most important task was to train these new employees so
that rigorous global quality standards would be met Forging consistency took
prccedence,

Strategies for Managing Diversity in South Africa
We can go on and on, This speech Mr Vice-chancellor, sir, is to draw lessons
from diversity, Understanding the historical assumptions made about employee diversity
within the South African \\'orkplace

is critical to understanding the ways in which

institutions manage di versity today, Most South African institutions and mamgers
continuc to relate to employee diversitv based on the following six traditional
assumptions I adopted from Rosenzweig, (J99/l); Morrison and Vancouver (2000);
Wentling and Palma-Rivas, 2(00):

Otherness is a deficiency,
2, Diversity poses a threat to the organisation'S cffectiye functioning,
1, Expressed discomfort with a dominant group's values is o\'crsensiti,ity
4, Members of all diverse groups want to become and should be more like
the dominant group,
), Equal treatment means the same treatment.

6. Managing diversity requires changing the people, not the organisational
culture.

Although, these assumptions have been challenged, they still remain implanted
in many organisations. Loden and Roscll(;r (1991) concluded that some organisations are
cilanging their cultures in support of greater employee diversity,

During the last decade, many orgamzations have responded to the IrIcrease in
diversity with programs designed to manage diversity in the workplace.

Examples of such programs include nontraditional work arrangements,
such as flextime and home work stations; education and training programs
intended to reduce stereotyping, increase cultural sensitivity, and develop skills
for working in multicultural environments; career management programs designed
to promote constmctivc lCcdback to employees, mcntoring relationships, and
access to mfol111alnetworks" and !lew employee benefits,

MOl1lsol1 (2000) grouped the diversity practices found in
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organisations into four groups: (1) diversity, (2) accountability, (1) development, and (4)
r"eruilmcnt practices. Wheeler conducted a dilIcrcnt study for the Conference Board. He
surveyed and interviewed 69 diversity managers, consultants, and academicians and
found seven innovative dilusity initiatives, Those practices were (l) incorporation of
into mission statement, (2) diversity action plans, (3) accountability in business
objectives, (4) employee involvement from all levels and fUllctions, (5) career
devt;lopment and planning (6) community involvement and outreach, and U) long-tenn
il1ltiatives directed at overall culture change.
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Allhough there is a wide range of approaches and strategies for managing
diversity. there is no single approach or strategy that ean be recommendcd for all
organizational situations. Even though, as observed by Wentling lmd Palma-Rivas. (2000)
there is no method that contains all the necessary ingredients for slIceess in managing
diversity, several individuals have developed steps and/or procedures that can assist
organisations in successfully managing diversity. Morrison cited five major steps
involved in the process of putting divcrsity into action. The first step is to identify the
diversity problellls in the organisation by collecting relevant infomlation. The second step
is strengthening top management commitment by getting them invoh'ed in the diversity
effort. The third step is to select practices that fit the organisation's needs and problems
and develop a balanced diversity strategy. The fourth step is to measure the specific
results of the diversity efforts. The final step is to <?stablish a process that ensures ongoing
successful diversity efforts. Similarly, Bavtos stated six steps that arc needed to start
sllccessful diversity activities. The first step is to establish a clear business rationale I{)r
the initiative. Other steps include seeking employee input; converting employee input
into action steps; setting the timing, focus, ami breadth of training; monitoring initiatives.
and assessing results.

Louw (1995) identified five phases ill the overall process of managing diversity:
I) needs analysis· answer the questions why, what, how, when, where. and who of the

managmg diversity strategy.; (2) diversity strategy design· develop goals, objectives,
methods, dimensions, management actions, priorities, and resources of plan; (1)
development

form specific interventions and initiatives related to diversity; (4)

implementation - develop a plan that answers who. when, where. and how the diversity
interventions and initiatives will be accomplished; and (5) maintenance

evaluate and

monitor diversity cftllrts to ensure ongoing improvement In llddition. Louw identified the
followmg eight principles required for managing diversity successfully: (I) usc a holistic,
integrated approach: (2) ohtain top management commitment and accounlabllity;

0)

consciously work to integrate diversity values into the broader organisational values; (4)

}O

integrate responsibility for diversity initiatives intu other managemcnt functions and
initlatives; (5) integrate diversity efforts with existing stratcgic objectives and programs;
(6)

expect resistance

10

change, and take steps
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minimize it; U) use a participative

management approach; and (8) be instrumental or Cacilitativc rather than charismatic or
autocratic in leading diversity initiatives.

Ailer discussing several case studies, Goltlredson (19')2) offered the following
nine diversity principles to enhance management practice: (I) develop individuals, not
groups; (2) stress variance, not just average differences; (3) treat group diflercnces as
important, but 110t special; (4) tailor treatment to individuals, not groups; (5) lind the
cunUHon ground; (6) n:exammc but maintain high standards using cultural audit - an in
depth analysis of the organisation to assess its cultural roots; (7) test assumptions and
support claims; (8) solicit feedhack; and (9) set high hut realistic goals.

Similarly, Griggs (1995) idemilied four steps to meeting (he challenge of
managing people who are different from ourselves: (I) acknowledge (he differences; (2)
educate yourself abut di ffcfences by reading, listening, and puttmg yourself in situations
\\herc the other group is dominant; (3) figure ont how the person you are working with is
like or not Itke what you have learned about the group of which he or she is a member;
and (4) work to value and appreciate those differences, Further, Griggs stressed that once
we gather as much cultural information as We can, then we must look at and analyze it to
see if it is relevant to the individual with whom we are dealing.

Toward

Multicultural

Compelence

in

School

anti

CollegellJniversity

Training

This speech will be incomplete without mentioning about' cultural competency in
schools and universities' Developing cultural competence poses a difficult, challenging.
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and multidimensional task. Thc task proves difficult because it requires thc concerted and
committcd effort of both faculty and students. The task proves challenging because it
calls for examining and confronting one's own perceptions. biases. prejudices. and
\\"orldvicw

The task is multidimensional because it involves heightening personal

awarcncss. expanding cultural knowledge. and honing teaching skills. Multicultural
issues mu~t be fully integrated into all aspects of training from pre-practicum skill
dev'elopment and academic coursc work to practicum and internship placement.

Strategies for Transforming courses in Schools, and Colleges/Universities
Raising awareness represents an important step toward achieving cultural
competence and sensitivity in school and colleges' training. To begin this process, faculty
can individually and collectively explore their own particular cultural hcritages, biases.
and perceptions to raisc their awareness of multicultural issues and of themselves as
cultural beings. Such consciousness raising may be accomplished via scheduled retreats.
seminars. or in-service training. Attending and participating in conferences or convention
programs or workshops on multicultural issues in teaching may also help bolster cultural
aVV'areness and knowledge. Thc wealth of available multicultural .Iiteraturc also makes
self-study and renection a viable alternative or ancillary means of increasing awareness
and knowledge.

Various dcpartments might also set aside time during regularly scheduled
meetings or create a separate forum for reviewing existing curricula to detemline how
closely specific courses embody multiple pcrspectives. Curriculum reviews also prompt
somc thought about specific ways in which culture-specific contcnt can be infused into
vanous courscs.

Syllabi, tcaching methods. and course content and process can also be considered
!I1

ternIS of their cfficacy in giving mice to diverse world views. Rcsourccs and

expcrienccs of faculty can be shared; speakcrs knowledgeablc about diversity can bc
invited for colloquia; and teaching stratcgies can bc exchangcs. Engaging in such
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JCllvitics helps to build awareness, knowledge, and skills in working with diversity issues
and addressing thell! in the classroom.

As more institutions of lligher education recognize the value of mulllcultural
education, opportunities for faculty to develop multicultural competence and demonstrate
it in the classroom will likely increase. Indeed, some colleges and universities alrendy
have begun to assist faculty to develop multicultural compett:ncy by offering thcm
opportunities to pal1icipate in faculty development programs

Oil

diversity issues. This is

not a historical wbite or a historical black (or disadvantage) institution issue. It is a South
African issue Mr. Vice Chancellor, Sir, it is a poweTful moment to commit to working
toward our common goal of multicultural competence in schools and colkgcs. This is the
way to teach 21" century skills. Today, opportunity

f(Jf

all rcquln:s something new, lfw"

take thcse Skps, we will go a long way toward our goal of bringing opportunity to every
community that our students are representing. To realize the full possibilities of the new
world order, we must reach beyond our own constituency, borders, to shape the sprrit of
African renaissance and globalization. These arc the central realities of our time. Change
is both liberating and threatening. But there is no turning back. And our open, Al1d our
open, rainbow society stands to benefit more than any other if we understand, and act on
the new realities of mterdepcndence. We must be at the center of every vital global
network, as a good neighbor and partner. We cannot build our future without helping
others to build theirs. There is only one direction Illr South Africa and Africa
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educaTion: We must go forward. A good education is the ladder of 0pp0l1unity. It turns
dreams into reality. We must encourage talented people to choose teaching and research
as a career and keep them in the university. Education today is Africa's broadband to the
future

a powerful conduit for achIevement and success in the new llullellniUlll. Let us

work together to ensure that all Black and White Africans have the educational
opportunity lor a bnght future, Every one in our community counts
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Giving 'intdlectual backbones' to courses taught in human sciences. with
special reference to psychology.
As Seligman (1998, 2000) noted, how did psychology get painted into the comer
of being a healing profession. of being almost exclusively ahout identifying what was
\\Tong with individuals and remediating iO He fllrtller noted "psychology has three
missions - (1) curing mental illness; (2) making the Jives of all people stronger. happier.
morc productive, more fulfilling; (3) nurturing and identifying genius. nurtunng and
identifying high talent. Around 1945, psychology got derailed and defonned and two of
those three missions were forgotten." (p. 8).

Psychology became a study of victimology and that treats human heings as
"subJect" and "object" and see them as passive foci. Stimuli gives responses or external
reinforcements positive or negative or childhood impulses, ego. that push the human
beings left, right and centre. Psychology is not supposed to be just for studying weakness
and damage, it is also the study of virtue and strength. Psychological treatment is not just
a quick fix for \\·bat is broken, it is also fi>r nurturing what is hest virtue within human
beings. It is for nonnal behaviour not only abnornlal habits, damaged drives. damaged
childhoods and damaged brains (Seligman, 20(0).

For psvchology to be a positive social science of the 21" century it must amplifY
the strengths. courage, optimism, interpersonal skilL joy, hope. purpose, persistence,
honesty. patience. perseverance, perspective rather than pathologizing with DSMs to
repair their patients' weaknesses. African psychology should llOt

psychology of

negati\illes like anxiety, disorder. and depression but a psychology of our lives and Ii Ie
styles in Africa. of AtTican renaissance. of growth and virtues, of peaeefill coexistence of
all people of Alilca - blacks and whites. Seligman (1998) further ohser\"cs. that
psychology has missed road with too much influences of the medical model of diagnosis.
treatment and

It shOUld "retrace its steps to its original roots of bettering.

making more fulfilling and productive the lives of all people" (p.ll).
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WI:, need to move psychology from egocentric to the philanthropic Positive
psychology should help Africa to move from conflict to consensus. Psychology is just not
all appendix of medicine, its mission is much larger, if we have not misplaced our greater,

more meaningful and original mandate - to make life better for all people rather than just
the mental

I th.::rcforc appeal to all psychologists in African continent to take up tIllS

original mandate at the dawn of the new millennium.

Such a turnaround is likely to enhance a higher level value of conducting
culturally sensitive research and teaching re!evant topics with a strong universalistic
stance in the curricula. Ideas from South African and other countries shc"lld have an
impact on the U.S psychology that we presently teach in South Africa. Wc need to tcach
our students psychology of the deVeloping world or "majority world", psychology of
African Renaissance, lives across cultures; the practice of clitoridectomy as a fact of life
for some African young women,; of malaria transmission; of AIDSIHIV infection m
Africa, of wars in Rwanda, DRC, Somalia/Eritrea; the psychology of land-possession
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Zimbabwe; shooting in Columbine ami Soweto HIghs; of marriage and bereavement in
Africa, economic development in Botswana; soccer/sports in Nigeria, Brazil and
England; oflruth and reconciliation in South Afica etc (Akande, 19(9).

In a more interconnected world, this diversity can be our greatest strength. Just
look around this great auditorium. We have members from virtually evcry racial, ethnic
and religious background. And we are stronger for it. But as we have seen, these
differences all too often spark hatred and division, even at ivory towers. Tins is not the
new world way. this is nOI the African Renaissance way. We lllLlst draw the line. We
should promote racial reconciliation, We need to havoc lessons

Oll

"forgiveness

al

schools

and colleges and indeed in everyday life in South Africa. Forgiveness is a virtue in that it
is a dispOSItion to "abort one's anger at persons one takes 10 have wronged one culpably,
by seeing them in the henevolent ternlS provided by reaSOllS chara.::tenstic of forgIving A
forgiving person is one who tends to be aware of anger-mitigating circumstances. A
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[orgiying person has a chronic concern to be in bcneyolent, hamlOnious relationships
with others, the ability to take the viewpoint of sufferers and to detach him- or herself
from the personal experience of having heen harmed_ Forgiveness is an element of
spiritual intelligence_

In the best traditions of the new world order. Africans must determine to set
things right They should restore the vital centre, replace outdated ideologies with a new
vision ancl,orcd in basic, enduring values: opportunity for aIL responsibility from alL and
a community of all Black and White Africans_ We need to reinvent curricular,
transf(mning it into a catalyst for ncw ideas that strcss both 0pp0l1unity and responsibility
and give our students the tools to solve their own problems_

How do we ensure the biological/reproductive survivals of Africao peoples
In closing, my fellow Africans, we have crossed Ihe bridge we built to the new
millennium. Now, we must shape a 21" century African
pe~cc,

responsibility, and community_ We mllst be, as

contincnt

Ren~lssance

of opporlunity,

were in the beginning, the first

the cradle of civilizatiOtL Today, opportunity for an requires something new:

All people living in our continent should be challenge_ To our children and young adults,
tllere is only one way to prevent AIDS and STDs 100 percellt of the time_ That is simply
not to have sex' After that, the next best solution is to practice safer sex. Anyone who
has sex is at risk, Every time you havoc sex, you put yourself at risk for catching a
disease. Diseases caused by bacteria or parasites can be cured_ Diseases cansed by
viruses cannot be cured. Only their symptoms can be treated. It's your life. It's up to you
to decide how yon will behave sexually_ If you choose to be sexually active - llSE
CONDOMS .'1.1. WAYS! _ Tonight, let

liS

take our look

for our continent. our nation, our great university_
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ahead - and set great goals

Implications for Education
RaClal problems arc systemic and deep. In order to further enhance the spirit of
diversity and introduce young leaders to the cycle of racial unity, interracial cooperation
and harmony. I suggest that
( I) the South AII'iean govcrrunent should establish a compulsory y. months
Federal Youth Program for post-secondary school graduates in order to provide young
adulrs with

spirit

of diversity. positive sell:esteelll.

reconciliationiforgivcnees,

patriotism, team viability, Ieadershlp behaviour, team work, and pcacdul coexistc:nce
aJllong filture leaders.
(2) Library hours should be extended to Sundays. Most university students arc

restless during weekends as they have no place to study and manage thclr
time.
(3) Thcre should be compulsory noncredit core course for all first year tertiary

students to broadcn their knowledge of sexuality, of spirit of forgiving, of the
world especially Africa and all its people.
(4) Merging of viable institutions of higher learning with non-viable tertiary
institutions to improve academic standards.

As Bill Clinton, U.S. youngest President, once observed, " all human bcmgs,
genetically, are 99.9 percent the same. So modern science affimls what ancient faith has
always taught: The most important fact of life is our common humanity. THEREFORE,
WE NEED TO DO MORE THAN TOLERATE DIVERSITY· WE MUST HONOUR
IT AND CELEBRATE IT (Clinton, 1999).

We remain an academically sound university - PUCHE. I am brave and confident
enollgh to assert that we rallk in the top few in terms of the quality of education and
excellent research we produce we provide. With the appropriate mix of quality and cost,
POTCH can cam the "best value" university in Soulh Africa. Our campus is improving
physically, including lhe noticeable Telematic Building we are in and the ri\ er beach,

wildlife anti other beautification efforts. As long as our dreams outweigh our memories.
Potchcfstoolrl University will be forever great and young. That is our destiny. And this is
our moment.
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